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Fe a t u r e s

Sotheby’s auctioneer Oliver Barker takes bids on the painting by Paul Signac titled ‘La Corne d’Or’ (Constantinople) during an auction in New York City. — AFP photos A Sotheby’s specialist displays the 1886 painting by Vincent van Gogh titled
‘People strolling in a Park in Paris.’

Sotheby’s specialists hang painting by Paul Signac titled ‘La Corne d’Or’
(Constantinople).

Two paintings up for auction in New York
highlight a growing interest in artificial
intelligence-created works-a technique

that could transform how art is made and
viewed but is also stirring up passionate
debate. The art world was stunned last year
when an AI painting sold for $432,500, and
auctioneers are keen to further test demand for
computer-generated works. “Art is a true
reflection of what our society, what our envi-
ronment responds to,” said Max Moore of
Sotheby’s.

“And so it’s just a natural continuation of the
progression of art,” he added. Sotheby’s will
put two paintings by the French art collective
Obvious up for sale on Thursday, including “Le
Baron De Belamy.” The European classic style
portrait is part of the same series as “Portrait of
Edmond Belamy”, which sold for more than 60
times the lowest estimate at Christie’s during

the 2018 fall auctions. The paintings were made
using a technique called “generative adversari-
al network,” or GAN.

GAN involves feeding thousands of images
of the same style into a computer until the
machine concludes that it has created a new
portrait that it thinks accurately reflects that
style. “Katsuwaka of the Dawn Lagoon” was
created in a Japanese style using the same
GAN algorithm.  Auctioneers have put modest
prices on the two paintings. “Katsuwaka” has a
pre-sale estimate between $8,000 and
$12,000, while “Le Baron” has been priced
between $20,000 and $30,000.

“We do not expect as big a result as last
year,” said Pierre Fautrel, one of the three
members of Obvious. “We just want to see if
there are people who are ready to buy around
these prices and if the market will continue to
build,” he added. Moore said the sale of

“Portrait of Edmond Belamy” showed that
there is “a marketplace for this new body of
work” but that it’s still “in the very early
stages.” “That will be a good indicator of
where the market is,” he said. In the fledgling
artificial intelligence market, Obvious is not the
most sought-after group of artists.

Not for everyone 
Steven Sacks, owner of the bitforms gallery

in New York says his client, the Canadian-
Mexican artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer has
already made around $600,000 for an AI art-
work. Whereas Obvious’s paintings are fixed,
most of Lozano-Hemmer’s works use software
to change in real time according to data about
each viewer’s perspective. Other prominent AI
artists who are exhibiting their work across the
world include Germany’s Mario Klingemann
and Turkish-born Refik Anadol.

Klingemann also makes portraits, sometimes
tweaking the input data with voluntary glitches
to avoid replication. Anadol uses mostly video
to produce abstract data-based animations.
Klingemann’s “Memories of Passersby I”, a
stream of portraits created by a machine, sold
for $40,000 at Sotheby’s in London in March.
Sacks and several other artists AFP spoke to
were critical of the “Bellamy” sale last year.
They feel that that painting is not representa-
tive of the potential of AI and argue that
Obvious is imitating other works whereas they
are creating something new.

“For me it was a problem because it wasn’t
authentic,” said Sacks, who subscribes to a
school of thought that works made by AI
should constantly be changing, usually on
screens. Some also criticize Obvious for giving
the impression that AI can create works of art
without human interference.  “An artist choos-

es. He lightens, he reinforces. Can a computer
do that?” asks French painter Ronan Barrot,
who has collaborated with British AI artist
Robbie Barrat.

The debate continues to rage. Fautrel of
Obvious denies that his collective merely imi-
tates other artworks and sees AI as a “tool”
and not an end in itself. Despite their differ-
ences, they all agree the market for AI paint-
ings is growing and that the sale of “Bellamy”
has drawn attention to the burgeoning tech-
nique. “I don’t think this new style is for every-
one but I think you’re going to start catching
the attention of a lot of people that aren’t nec-
essarily art collectors but are very interested in
the technology behind AI,” said Sotheby’s
Moore. — AFP 

From film sets to bat sanctuaries
and vegetable gardens, London’s
disused Underground stations

host a subterranean world of surpris-
es. Now a new exhibition at the
London Transport Museum is offering
the public a glimpse into the British
capital’s “ghost stations”-with guided
tours for more intrepid enthusiasts.
One group of aficionados gathered at
Piccadilly Circus station, with the
thunder of trains reverberating
through the tunnels, to see a part of
the station not used for years.

Just a stone’s throw from one of
London’s busiest stations, they
stepped into a world frozen in time,
with signs in outdated typography
directing long-gone passengers “To
The Trains”. The space is now used to
store equipment and as ventilation,
but during World War II, Piccadilly
Circus helped “preserve priceless
works of art from bombing”, Siddy
Holloway, who organises the “Hidden
London” tours, told AFP.  Several
parts of the London Underground,
nicknamed “The Tube” because of the
rounded shape of its circular tunnels,
have changed their function with sur-
prising results.

Secret activities   
The exhibition at the Covent

Garden museum runs until January
and curator Matt Brosnan said it was
a chance to explore the history of
abandoned stations through time. It
also “tries to give visitors the oppor-
tunity to immerse themselves in the
atmosphere of these places and
explain why they have been aban-
doned, how they have sometimes
been adapted for very different uses
and sometimes even secret activities
in times of war,” he added.

Overground platforms at Highgate
station in north London were shut in
the late 1950s after 90 years of serv-
ice. Left abandoned, the nearby tun-
nels on the disused line have since

attracted bats from neighboring
woods and are now a protected habi-
tat for them.  During World War II, it
was humans who sought sanctuary in
the tunnels and stations of the Tube,
sheltering from German bombs. Black
and white photos show children
sleeping in hammocks stretched out
on the tracks, while other children
play draughts and adults dance or lis-
ten to the radio.

Down Street station, which closed
in 1932, secretly housed the head-
quarters of the Railway Executive
Committee (REC) during the war. The
REC controlled the main British rail-
way lines and the movement of troops
and equipment. The station was com-
pletely adapted to allow 40 people to
work and even live in a bomb-proof
environment. It housed offices, meet-
ing rooms, toilets, dormitories and a
dining room, whose atmosphere and
menu is recreated in the exhibition.
Wartime prime minister Winston
Churchill was among the guests who
savored its hearty meals-a rare luxury
in a country where food was rationed.

Finding a new life 
Some of these war-time refuges

are finding new life in the modern
age. A few years ago, air raid shelters
built in the tunnels far below the
Northern Line in Clapham, south
London, were transformed into a
vegetable garden where broccoli,
coriander and peas thrive in artificial
light.   While most of those above
ground are unaware of the ghost sta-
tions under their feet, they may rec-
ognize them from the big screen.
Aldwych station appeared in “V for
Vendetta” (2005) and in “The Battle
of Britain (1969), while disused areas
of Charing Cross were in the James
Bond film “Skyfall” (2012). — AFP 

Could “Friends” be getting back
together, if only for a one night
stand? The Hollywood Reporter and

Variety on Tuesday reported that prelimi-
nary talks were underway for an unscript-
ed reunion special that would feature all
six “Friends” actors and air on upcoming
streaming service HBO Max, a unit of
AT&T’s WarnerMedia. HBO Max had no
comment on the reports, which follow hints
by Jennifer Aniston that something might
be underway.

The talks are still in the very early
stages and would not involve reviving the
hit comedy series that ended in 2004, the
two entertainment industry publications
said, citing unidentified sources. HBO Max
secured the rights to all 10 seasons of
“Friends” for its streaming service that is
scheduled to launch in April 2020. The
series has found a new lease of life on
Netflix where it was the second most-
watched show in 2018, according to
Nielsen data.

Aniston joined Instagram in October by
posting a recent selfie with “Friends”
actors Matt LeBlanc (Joey), Courtney Cox
(Monica), Matthew Perry (Chandler), Lisa
Kudrow (Phoebe) and David Schwimmer
(Ross). Asked about a possible new
“Friends” project, Aniston told talk show
host Ellen DeGeneres last month: “We
would love for there to be something, but
we don’t know what that something is. So
we’re just trying. We’re working on some-
thing.” Aniston said she posted the selfie
because “because we miss each other and
we all happened to be in the same part of
the world.” — Reuters 

Sexually-charged letters between James
Bond creator Ian Fleming and his wife
Ann were put up for auction on Tuesday,

part of a collection of correspondence that also
charts the success of his 007 books. They cou-
ple first met in 1934, when Ann was married to
her first husband, but they did not tie the knot
until 1952 — the year Fleming wrote “Casino
Royale”, his first novel about the fictional super
spy. The letters reveal the intensity of their rela-
tionship, particularly before they married.

In one, Ann wrote to ask Fleming to “put me
in your bed with a raw cowhide whip in my hand
so as I can keep you well behaved for forty
years”. The collection contains more than 160
letters written by both of them, estimated at
£200,000-£300,000 ahead of the December
3-10 sale. Gabriel Heaton, books and manu-
scripts specialist at Sotheby’s auction house,
said the correspondence offered an “unmatched
record” of Fleming’s life and career.

Outlet for libido and imagination
The letters begin when he was working in

intelligence during World War II, cover his jour-
nalism and the creation of Bond, including time
spent writing at his Goldeneye estate in Jamaica.
“James Bond was very much a product of Ian
and Ann’s relationship,” Heaton said.  “It is no
coincidence that Ian wrote his first Bond novel
in the same year they married, both as an outlet
for his libido and imagination, and also in an
attempt to make money for a woman who was
used to being unthinkingly rich.”

The letters reveal the couple’s heartache at
the death of their daughter at just a few hours
old, born while Ann was married to her second
husband, newspaper magnate Viscount
Rothermere. “I have nothing to say to comfort
you. After all this travail and pain it is bitter. I
can only send you my arms and my love and all
my prayers,” Fleming wrote to her. They later
had a son, Caspar, an event Fleming celebrated

by buying a golden typewriter.
Their correspondence describes a life of

glamour and privilege but also, as the years
progress, an increasing bitterness in their life
together. “You mention ‘bad old bachelor days’-
the only person you stopped sleeping with
when they ceased was me!” Ann complained in
one letter. Fleming also describes the extraordi-
nary process of writing a Bond book a year.

“I have written a third of it in one week-a
chapter a day. I expect I shall get stuck soon but
to date it does well & interests me,” he wrote of
what would become “From Russia, with Love”.
“The first half is about Russia & that has always
interested me. They have decided to murder
Bond. A beautiful spy called Titania Romanova
is about to appear. Coo er!”— AFP  

US actress Jennifer Aniston arrives for
The SAG-AFTRA Foundation’s 4th

Annual Patron of the Artists Awards at
the Wallis Annenberg Center for the

Performing Arts in Beverly Hills. — AFP 


